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“I learned that I am not alone”



* Origins of Grief and Loss Education and Action Project 
(“GLEA”)

* GLEA Goals
* Format of Group
* Group Activities
* Participant Feedback
* Including Lived Experience
* Role of Supervision
* “Road Travelled” Demonstration
* Questions ???

Presentation Outline



* The Grief and Loss Education and Action (GLEA) group – 1st piloted in 
2009 by the South Riverdale Community Health Centre in partnership 
with the Jean Tweed Centre in Toronto.

* Organized as a response to the lack of support for women who use 
drugs and had lost custody of their child(ren) to CPA’s. 

* Offered women the opportunity to connect with others who had 
similar experiences of loss and individual connection to 
facilitator/counsellor

* Organized around the needs and interests of the mothers
* Included themes such as storytelling, consciousness-raising, 

art-making, and social action. 
* Kenny, K. & Druker, A. (2011) Ants Facing an Elephant: Mother’s grief, 

loss and work for change following the loss of a child to child 
protection authorities. In Barrett, D. Children of the Drug War. 
International Debate Education Association

Origins of GLEA



Laws and abstinence-based structures create ideologies that construct 
substance users as deviant

+
Social, cultural, and economic marginalization of people who use drugs

+
Systemic negative assumptions about parental drug use impact social 

service professions (i.e. CPA’s)
+

CPA’s respond to the perceived danger of parental drug use, rather than 
the social and economic oppression faced by people who use drugs.

Mothers who use illicit drugs are falsely regarded as inadequate

Why the Need?



* While some women may want family/parenting support, 
apprehension of their child(ren) is typically unwanted

*  The loss of custody of a child(ren) under any circumstance is 
traumatic 

* Grief that results from an apprehension often goes 
unrecognized in society, particularly in circumstances where 
substance use was involved

* Mothers are made to feel shame and responsibility for their loss 
through societal judgment of substance use and the 
transgression of parenting norms

Mothers who use drugs and have lost custody of their children 
are less likely to receive support for the emotional impact of 

their loss, and experience higher rates of isolation as well as a 
decline in mental and physical health. 

The Experience of Loss



* “Peace around what happened”
* “Learn how to deal with the pain”
* “interaction with other mothers in a similar situation”
* Historical information about child welfare and expectations of 

women”
* “How to cope with CAS”
* Communication skills with children”
* “Healing”
* Forgive myself”
* Not to be alone”
* “Connect with other women”
* “No trust for the system”
* Help others and deal with my grief”
* Dealing with nightmares of loss”
* Parenting across incarceration”

Needs and Wants…



In the Spring/Summer of 2013, Breakaway organized and offered 
its first cycle of a GLEA Group based on the South Riverdale 

model. 

Breakaway’s Experience



* GLEA  does not prepare or support mothers towards 
reunification with their children

* GLEA offers women with current or past substance use 
the opportunity to openly acknowledge and process the 
impact of permanent or ambiguous loss of their children 
to CPA’s 

* This type of support differs from that of a traditional 
bereavement group, as the nature of the grief is in the 
context of loss of a child who is still alive 

* For many women, the GLEA group is the first setting in 
which their grief and loss is acknowledged and supported 
without judgment or further reprisal.

GLEA Goals



* To provide a space where women  can strengthen personal resiliency in 
addressing complex and ambiguous grief, and consequently, improving 
mental and emotional health. 

* To reduce social isolation experienced by the mothers by increasing 
awareness and connection to community and social supports. 

* To support women to identify, explore, and make connections between 
systemic systems of oppression and their own personal grief journeys 

* To address shame and social isolation by illuminating previously 
unacknowledged forces of power and oppression at work in their own 
experiences.

* To utilize a harm reduction approach in working with people who use(d) 
drugs and/or alcohol - all mothers and facilitators committed to using 
language that reflects harm reduction principles while in group. (harm 
reduction supplies and support were available on site) 

* All mothers supported around their differing substance use goals. 

Goals Cont’d 



* Mothers who have lost custody of their child(ren) to a 
CPA or other family members, where substance use 
was present

Focus of Membership



* Individual intake session (allow 6-8 weeks for this process)
* 16 week closed group
* Group is 2-hours in length
* 8 mothers (maximum)
* 2 staff facilitators (consider the impact of race/social location 

of the staff)
* 1 facilitator with lived experience of the issue
* 1 staff for supervision
* Weekly supervision for facilitators (pre/post group debrief)
* After completion of group, referrals offered to community 

coalition and other services for ongoing support and 
community action

Group Format



* $10 honorarium/week/participant
* “Contingency management” research
* TTC tokens – 2/week/participant
* Light meal – value of sharing food together; 

doing hard grief work when hungry is not 
possible, enhances resiliency to provide this

* Harm reduction framework
* Anti-racism and anti-oppression framework
* While childcare was not provided by our agency 

for this group, it would be an asset
* Nicorette made available during group

Access



* Recruitment – via participants within existing agency 
programs and outreach to community 

* Initial phone screening 
* In-person intake meeting with facilitators
* Review of all intakes to determine group composition

Intake Process



Group Composition Considerations
* Indigenous and racialized women are more isolated and experience 

higher rates of intervention and family separation by child welfare 
authorities (Blackstock Cindy, Nico Trocmé and Marilyn Bennett. 2004. 
“Child Welfare Response to Aboriginal and Caucasian Children in Canada: A 
Comparative Analysis.” Violence Against Women 10 (8): 901-916). When 
considering composition of the group, outreach to Indigenous and 
racialized groups and communities is vital. 

* Comfort and access is enhanced when Indigenous and racialized people 
are not in isolation within the group itself. It is also important that staff 
reflect this diversity whenever possible. 

* Harm Reduction (HR) focus – GLEA is a space where women in various 
stages of change and with diverse goals regarding substance use can 
work together in a respectful environment 

* HR framework is reflected in the language that is used about substance 
use and established in both intake and the creation of group guidelines. 
Being abstinent is not required  - the ability to participate in group is 
demonstrated through behaviours that are consistent with group 
guidelines. 



* Phase 1: Sharing of Individual Stories

* Phase 2: Making Connections Between Grief Theories 
       and own stories of loss

* Phase: Making Connections to Broader Socio-Political 
    Context

16 weeks / 3-Phases



* Facilitator “Pre-Brief”
* 12:50pm: Room open and food available 10 minutes prior to 

group; Session agenda posted; resources available on table
* 1:00pm-1:20pm: Check-in/house-keeping and light meal
* 1:20-1:50: Group discussion or activity, part 1
* 1:50-2:00: Break
* 2:00-2:30: Group discussion and activity, part 2
* 2:30-2:45: Breathing/grounding practice
* 2:45-2:50: What’s happening next week
* 2:50-3:00: Check-out
* 3:00-3:15: honoraria/ttc/room clean-up
* 3:15-4:00: NADA (optional)
* Facilitator “debrief”, including notes from session

Weekly Session Outline



* Group Agreements posted (developed in 1st session)
* Community Resource List provided (available at each 

session)
* Food sharing and informal community building
* Formal Group Check-In
* Didactic (i.e. psycho-education) material
* Expressive components
* Grounding exercise
* Info about next session
* Focussed “Check-Out” ie. “Head, Heart, and Feet”
* NADA - Acudetox

In Every Session



Our learning curve:
* Some mothers had participated in other groups where 

check-in were very open with unlimited time provided – 
“there and then focus”. 

* While beneficial in some ways, this did not leave adequate 
time for the other work of the group

* For future, moving to a “here and now” focus, including 
explaining this check-in style and gentle 
reminders/guidance

* The intention is to get grounded together in the present 
moment and to get a sense of where mothers are “at” 
emotionally

A Note About “Check-Ins”..



✔ Confidentiality
✔ Challenging “isms”
✔ Using “I” Statements
✔ Agreeing to disagree
✔ Being gentle with one another
✔ Showing respect through sharing space, listening, waiting 

for one’s turn, turning off phone
✔ Caring for self – ok to take a break, indicate if want 

support if leave room
✔ Use check-in to let group know current mood
✔ “Crying or not crying is fine. People will get own tissues”
✔ “We value holding space for one another”

Group Agreements



* Photo Ice-Breaker
* Bringing a symbol of the loss  - as starting place for telling 

story of loss
* Sharing Story of Loss
* Didactic presentation of Grief Theories
* “Drawing our Grief Journey”
* “Road Travelled”
* Social Action Project
* “Living Wall” 
* Celebrations – mid point and end

Group Activities



* Offer a variety of cut-out  images and words (i.e. 
magazines, newspapers) 

* Invite women to pick an image which reflects a strength 
she has and to share with the group

* Does a particular time she called on this strength come to 
mind? How does it apply more generally day to day?

* While listening, encouraging women to be aware of 
emotions and body sensations

* Exploring themes – these may include: survival, resisting 
oppression, belonging, connection with natural world, 
supporting others

Photo Ice-Breaker



“I learned that I am really not alone. There 
are others in this world who are and have 

experienced the same pain”



* Women are invited to bring a symbol of their loss to 
share with the group (i.e. photos, documents)

* Can serve a starting point for the telling of the story 
of the loss of their child(ren)

* Allowing uninterrupted space for telling their story, 
however they wish; allowing narrative to come to 
natural completion before discussion (3-4 weeks)

* Support and feedback from mothers
* Checking in with each woman after she completes her 

piece

“Telling Our Stories of Loss”



“[the group] Helped me relate that I and 
others were going through the grief 

process. I had shoved it aside, so now I 
have something to go back to if I should 

have those feelings in the future”



* Attachment: A bond of affection or loyalty. Requires an investment of 
emotional energy. To grieve is to honour the profound truth of the 
attachment

* Bereavement: The state of having suffered a loss: physical or symbolic

* Grief: the process that allows us to say goodbye to what was and to get 
ready for that which   to come

* Anticipatory Grief: the process stimulated by awareness of impending loss

* Mourning: any public shared experience of a person’s thoughts, behaviours, 
and emotions related to the loss

* Multiple Loss: experiencing constant and sustained loss, often while 
anticipating further losses

Psycho-Education Component 
Grief/Loss - Definitions

“Basics of Grief and Multiple Loss: Training Manual for Workers in AIDS Service Organizations”, 
http://www.abrpo.org/index.php/basic_training/)



1. Physical
¨ I’m exhausted
¨ I have spasms in my back/my neck is seized up
¨ My head aches all the time
¨ I can’t shake this flu
My ulcers are acting up
¨ My Jaws are so sore – I must be grinding my teeth at night
¨ I have such a tightness in my chest/difficulty breathing
¨ Sometimes I don’t care about sex, then I have the urge to have sex a lot
¨ My stomach feels like its in knots half the time
 
 2. Emotional
¨ I’m always on the verge of tears
¨ Those kitten commercials make me weep
¨ I’m so irritable I’ve been biting people’s heads off lately
¨ I’m just pissed off at everything and everybody
¨ I can’t feel anything – I’m numb – I’m not really connected
¨ I’m having nightmares
¨ I don’t want to feel
¨ I am anxious all the time these days
 

3. Mental/Attitudinal
¨ I just can’t seem to concentrate/my mind is not here
¨ I walk into a room and forget why I’m there
¨ I completely forgot about that meeting yesterday
¨ I can’t slow down/I can’t stop my mind from racing
¨ I can’t get to sleep even though I’m exhausted
¨ I just want to be distracted
 
 

4. Spiritual
¨ What am I doing here? There’s no point in doing this work
¨ These deaths are relentless/the suffering is so enormous
¨ Why is this happening to me? to us?
¨ This is not how life is supposed to be
¨ I can’t make one more new friend
¨ No use in making attachments which won’t last
¨ I so desperately want some joy in my life/want peace of mind
¨ I’m not creative anymore

Signs and Symptoms of Grief



* 7 Stages of Grief
* Bess Will Grief Journey Model
* Ambiguous Loss
* Judith Herman 3-Stage Trauma Model

Grief Theories (1)



7 Stages of Grief
1. Shock and denial
2. Pain and guilt
3. Anger and bargaining
4. Depression, reflection, loneliness
5. The Upward Turn
6. Reconstruction and Working Through
7. Acceptance and Hope

http://www.recover-from-grief.com/7-stages-of-grief.html

Grief Theories (2)



Bess Will Model
http://www.abrpo.org/index.php/basic_training



* Differs from ordinary loss - no verification, no certainty 
that the person will come back or that things will ever 
return to the way they used to be. 

* Can happen when something complicates or confuses the 
grieving process after the loss of a loved one. 

2 Kinds of Ambiguous Loss:
1) Someone is present physically but not psychologically. Ex: 
brain injury or Alzheimer’s disease.  
2) Someone is physically gone but they remain in our hearts 
and minds and there are questions about whether that 
person will ever return. Ex: a soldier, missing in action, or a 
child apprehended by the state or another authority.

Ambiguous Loss



* Moving through stages of grieving (ie. 7 stages) is difficult, with 
acceptance being particularly complicated.

* Loss of children to CPAs and unanswered questions - can complicate 
the grieving cycle, extending and intensifying it.  

* Parents don’t know if their children will be returned, whether they 
will see them again and often questions put to authorities are left 
unanswered or not answered fully.  

* Parents may be denied the opportunity to engage in any kind of 
grieving rituals, including public displays of grief and sharing about 
the tragedy or loss.

* Parents who lose children to state or other authorities often describe 
feeling angry (at the authorities, themselves, and others), confused, 
sad, filled with guilt and despair, like they have lost a part of 
themselves or even their very identity changed/altered forever.

* Questions from others seem impossible to answer and are often filled 
with judgement.  How many kids do you have? Why don’t they live 
with you? When will your kids return? 

Ambiguous Loss > Complicated Grief



Stage 1: Achieving Safety and Stability
   Time orientation: Present time
   Focus: Self care
Stage 2: Remembrance and mourning

Time orientation: Past 
Focus: Traumatic experiences of the past

Stage 3: Reconnection
Time orientation: Present, future
Focus: Interpersonal Relationships

3 Stages of Trauma Recovery
Judith Herman Model



Women are invited to creatively represent their own
stories of grief and to share these with the group 

Words
Collage
Photos
Grief theory

“Drawing our Grief Journeys” 



Group Discussion on Grief Journeys



Grief Journeys



Grief Journeys Cont’d 



“I feel stronger, I now see through 
other’s eyes that I am strong” 



GOAL - CONSCIOUSNESS RAISING: To develop a collective story about 
mother’s grief journeys and through this to highlight systemic patterns

1)      Mothers invited to fill out cards representing aspects of 
        their journeys
2)      Mothers post their cards on the mural
3)      Thoughts on the cards are shared, and common themes are
          identified

Cards: 
Boulders – Challenges or Barriers
Trees – Pieces of wisdom that helped you along
Flowers – Internal strengths and external supports
Suns and Moons – Your vision for the future  

* Adapted from “The Road Travelled”, developed in an Indigenous community (author unknown)

Road Travelled



* Insert photos of road travelled



“The Road Travelled”

Cards: 
Boulders – Challenges or Barriers
Trees – Pieces of wisdom that helped you along
Flowers – Internal strengths and external supports
Suns and Moons – Your vision for the future  

Group Activity



“Helped me see the relationship 
between loss and use”



* Collective work on a social change project based on 
what was learned together in group 

* mothers identify action-oriented goals aiming 
towards changing how CPA and other service 
providers work with parents who use substances

* Group brainstorm session
* Past examples: Art Exhibit, Brochure, Deputation

Social Action Project



* The GLEA group collaborated to create a deputation to the Provincial 
Government regarding Bill 42, The Ombudsman Amendment Act – to 
amend the Ombudsman Act to include oversight of Children’s Aid 
Societies in Ontario.

* At the time of the group, Bill 42 was before the Review Committee
* Ontario is the only province in Canada where Children’s Aid Societies 

do not have Ombudsman oversight, and therefore are not 
accountable to an external body

* Existing  Children and Family Services Review Board  (CFSRB) seen as 
inadequate for many reasons: limited scope, time, money (i.e. Legal 
Aid does not cover costs), power imbalances, literacy, lack of power 
to enforce recommendations etc. 

* Our deputation cited several examples from group participants of 
when fairness and accountability were neglected in their dealings 
with CPAs

* Submitted to MPP (Monique Taylor, NDP) who had initiated Bill 42
* Status Remains “Ordered referred to the Standing Committee on 

Government Agencies”

Deputation for Bill 42

http://www.ontla.on.ca/web/committee-proceedings/committee_business.do?BusinessType=Bill&BillID=2760&locale=en&ParlCommID=8959
http://www.ontla.on.ca/web/committee-proceedings/committee_business.do?BusinessType=Bill&BillID=2760&locale=en&ParlCommID=8959


“I appreciate being part of the group deposition for Bill 
42. It was strengthening to be active in a group”. 

“I feel stronger, I am not afraid. I am able to express 
myself more clearly”



* Grounding activity included in every session, included:
* Education about traumatic symptoms, “grounding” 

and creating grounding statements
* Mind-Body Connection
* Breath as the “anchor in the storm”
* Belly breathing
* Compassion meditation

Grounding Activities



* What started as improvised window coverings, in 
order to provide privacy to group sessions became a 
living, ever-changing, expanding document for 
thoughts, feelings, ideas, quotes, poems, and 
impactful statements

* mothers and facilitators contributed to the wall 
throughout the 16 weeks 

“Our Living Wall”









* Certificate of Completion
* Celebratory Meal
* Sharing of written gratitude and appreciation 

messages between all group members
* Feedback questionnaire
* Final check-out

Final Session



“I got so much out of the group, feel less guilty about my past; 
lots of support and new friends”

 “ That I wasn’t alone… I felt individually supported by the other 
participants and the facilitators. The closeness that was 

established with everyone made me feel loved” 

“It was a great experience to have women understand what we 
all gone through”

“I’m a lot more at peace with myself. I don’t hate myself as 
much”

“…has made me feel better about myself”

“drug use has gotten much better”

“I am more confident, ready for anything”



GLEA – INCLUDING LIVED 
EXPERIENCE  IN FACILITATION

Sheryl Jarvis, Counsellor/Advocate



*Peer Roles Empowering? 

*My Role (s) at Breakaway
o  Attain services
o  Provide services

GLEA - INCLUDING LIVED 
EXPERIENCE IN FACILITATION



* Services and Healing

* GLEA - An invitation to co-facilitate

* What would that part look like and consist of?

GLEA - INCLUDING LIVED 
EXPERIENCE



*Inclusion based on knowledge 
and skills.
*Self disclosure?
*Complexity in Breakaway 

Role(s) …

GLEA - INCLUDING LIVED 
EXPERIENCE IN FACILITATION



*Self Disclosure expectations
*Consideration on merit of all 

knowledge, skills, expertise
*Exclusion of lived experience from 

other roles

Problematic Nature of Peer Roles in 
General



*Have walked the talk
*The understated benefit of 

mentoring, counselling – from 
place of lived experience

Importance of Lived Experience  in 
All Roles



*Various levels of stability and 
experience

*Continuum of employment positions
*Work to be done – attitude and action

Complicated Nature of Peer Roles



*Keep Hearing, Keep Listening, 
Continue Advocating

*Places of genuine, successful support I 
experienced

Progressive Caring - Breakaway



*Some pragmatic strategies

*Build on what we did well

*And especially where we tripped up

Possibilities to Improve Future 
Inclusion Lived Exp. - Breakaway



Beyond Bereavement: 

Clinical Supervision Issues



* Provides supervisees with 
* feedback about their performance;  
* offers guidance in times of confusion and need;  
* offers alternate views and perspectives about patient dynamics, 

interventions and course of treatment; 
* stimulates or enhances curiosity about patients and the treatment 

experience; 
* contributes to the process of forming a therapist “identity”, 
* and serves as a “secure base” for supervisees, letting them know 

they are not alone in their learning”  
                                                                  (Cooper and Witenberg, 1983 in Handbook of Psychotherapy Supervision, Watkins ed. 1997)

Why is Clinical Supervision Important?



-to provide oversight, clinical consultation and support from 
an experienced group facilitator
-to monitor, identify, support and manage any secondary 
traumatization among facilitators
-to provide liaison with management surrounding clinical 
issues
-in acknowledgement that the PLE facilitator was a current 
client of one of the facilitators, to offer independent 
support to both parties in recognition of the complexities 
associated with that dual role

Purpose of Clinical Supervisi0n in 
GLEA



“The expectation that we can be 
immersed in suffering and loss daily 
and not be touched by it 
is as unrealistic as expecting to be 

able to walk through water without 
getting wet”.

               Rachel Naomi Remen, Kitchen Table Wisdom, 1996
   

Secondary Traumatization



Vicarious Trauma: 

“the transformation of the inner 
experience of the therapist 
that comes about as a result of 
empathic engagement with 
client’s trauma material”

 Pearlman and Saakvitne, 1995



The Impact of the Work We Do

“graphic trauma + exposure to the cruelty of others + 
observation of victims’ reaction = vicarious trauma” 

 (CAMH,  2005)

-repeated exposure to difficult realities and stories 
changes our view of the world

-engagement on an emotional level with clients is the 
goal, but leaves us open to impact

-cumulative over time
-occupational hazard



* Weekly “pre-briefs” before group 
* Weekly debriefs following group 
* Individual consultations
* Liaison with management as needed

Format of Clinical Supervision



* Managed dual role- it allowed PLE facilitator and 
therapist/facilitator private venues to address any 
challenges while preserving their therapeutic relationship 

* Allowed a venue for facilitators to ground and prepare 
prior to entering group

* Allowed a venue for facilitators to debrief and evaluate 
after group
* - micro and macro analysis

* Facilitators reported feeling supported and resourced, 
appeared to minimize and manage secondary trauma

* Allowed a forum for future program development
* Allowed management to ensure quality control 

Outcomes of Clinical Supervision



* Set aside the full day for group if possible 
* allows numerous details to be managed without distraction on 

group day
* allows space for facilitators to have time to become “present” for 

group
* allows space for pre-brief and debrief after group

* Set expectation of attendance at pre-brief and post-group 
debrief for all facilitators to address and prevent secondary 
traumatization

* Clarify role of PLE facilitator explicitly from the beginning- 
implement job description, negotiate adequate salary and 
benefits, roles and responsibilities and supervision 
expectations, provide orientation

Recommendations for Clinical 
Supervision in Future Groups



* In process of completing a revision of the group from 
16 weeks to 12 weeks

* Manualizing a 12-week GLEA program – in final stages
* Hope to offer 12-week group in Fall 2015
* Plans to spread the group and manual far and wide!

What’s Next?





Breakaway Addiction Services
21 Strickland Ave

Toronto, ON, M6K3E6
Ph. 416-537-9346/416-234-1942

Harm Reduction Outreach Team 
Satellite Opiate  Treatment Services
Toronto Opiate Support Team (TOST)
Family and Youth Initiatives
Supportive Housing Team (with Regeneration Comm. Services)
Clear Directions (with George Hull and TDSB)

Contact Information


